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A B S T R A C T   

Nowadays, lasers are commonly applied in spectrochemical analysis methods, for sampling, plasma formation or 
a combination of both. Despite the numerous investigations that have been performed on these applications, the 
underlying processes are still insufficiently understood. In order to fasten progress in the field and in honor of the 
lifework of professor Rick Russo, we here provide a brief overview of the fundamental mechanisms in laser- 
matter interaction as proposed in literature, and throw the spotlight on some aspects that have not received 
much attention yet. For an organized discussion, we choose laser ablation, laser desorption and the associated 
gaseous plasma formation as the central processes in this perspective article, based on a classification of the laser- 
based spectrochemical analysis techniques and the corresponding laser-matter interaction regimes. First, we put 
the looking glass over the excitation and thermalization mechanisms in the laser-irradiated condensed phase, for 
which we propose the so-called multi-plasma model. This novel model can be understood as an extension of the 
well-known two-temperature model, featuring multiple thermodynamic dimensions, each of which corresponds 
to a quasi-particle type. Next, the focus is placed on the mass transfer and ionization mechanisms, after which we 
shortly highlight the possible role of anisotropic and magnetic effects in the laser-excited material. We hope this 
perspective article motivates more fundamental research on laser-matter interaction, as a continuation of the 
lifework of Rick Russo.   

1. Introduction 

In the field of spectrochemical analysis, laser-based methods play an 
important role for the detection, identification and examination of both 
organic and inorganic materials. They generally have numerous benefits 
over alternative techniques, because they often require no sample 
preparation, no vacuum conditions and a minimal sample volume, while 
simultaneously enabling a rapid analysis turn-around time, depth and 
lateral resolution measurements, and chemical mapping with virtually 
no waste production. They are viable for practically all industries, 
including geochemistry [1,2], archeology [1], mining, industrial pro-
cessing, environmental [2,3] and food safety [4], forensics [1,5,6] and 
biology [7,8]. Examples of their application in scientific research can be 
found throughout the articles contributed to this special issue in honor 
of Richard (Rick) E. Russo. Professor Rick Russo more specifically 
devoted the greater part of his career to the different aspects of laser 

ablation for chemical analysis. Already early on, around 1995, his 
research focal point shifted from laser deposition of thin films to laser 
ablation as a sample introduction technique, for inductively coupled 
plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) or atomic emission spectrom-
etry (LA-ICP-AES). About 10 years later, he included laser-induced 
breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) in his work as a stand-alone diagnostic 
method, which evolved into a parallel research line with an equivalent 
importance from 2010 onwards. As Russo and his co-workers pointed 
out in [7], LIBS can even serve as a complementary technique to LA-ICP- 
MS, since it can detect elements like H, O, F, N and Cl, which are inac-
cessible or hard to measure with the latter technique. 

As in most areas in science, the technological progress in such laser- 
based spectrochemical analytical methods has taken a head start on the 
fundamental understanding of the underlying processes. Yet, further 
advancement requires deeper insight. Rick Russo’s work of the past 
three decades cannot be thought away from this equation, since it 
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strongly focused on the fundamentals of laser ablation and LIBS. Still, 
much remains to be discovered about the initiation and evolution of 
these processes, as the scientific debate on them continues. In particular, 
a profound knowledge and insight in the elementary mechanisms 
behind the laser-induced excitation and relaxation processes, charging 
effects, plasma sheath, mass transfer and the transition into an ionized 
gas is still lacking [1,9]. Despite the countless informative review papers 
published on laser-based atomic spectroscopy, most of them do not focus 
on the fundamentals and only a few of them dug deeper into a few 
specific basic aspects. Laser-induced phase transitions, for example, 
have mainly been discussed from a thermal standpoint, whereas non- 
thermal effects stayed more under the radar. Although several mecha-
nisms have been proposed and investigated for the excitation, ther-
malization, mass transfer and ionization processes during laser-matter 
interaction, an accurate and structured description of the underlying 
physical principles is still lacking. Additionally, most current theories 
have not yet adopted several essential insights from neighboring do-
mains, such as laser-induced periodic surface structures, plasma sheath 
physics, magnetohydrodynamics and quasi-particle formulations in 
condensed matter physics. Therefore, an overview and restructuring of 
the available knowledge is desirable and likely even a crucial require-
ment for faster progress in the field. 

The present perspective article aims to provide such a concise 
overview and proposes new directions for future research. In order to 
structure the discussion on the fundamentals, the most important laser- 
matter interaction processes and regimes need to be identified. For this 
purpose, Section 2 classifies laser-based spectrochemical analysis tech-
nologies according to the role played by the laser, revealing laser abla-
tion, LIBS and laser desorption ionization as the three main core 
principles. Next, the need is discussed for a further subclassification as a 
function of the laser fluence, pulse duration and wavelength, since a 

variation of these parameters induces different ablation, breakdown and 
desorption regimes. Section 3 subsequently zeros in on the excitation 
and thermalization mechanisms during laser-matter interaction. To this 
end, we introduce the so-called multi-plasma model for electronically 
excited materials, based on non-equilibrium thermodynamics and quasi- 
particle physics. This model not only serves as a conceptual framework 
for scientists working on laser-excited matter in general, but also can be 
used as a theoretical toolbox and building platform for more extensive 
computational methods. Next, Section 4 considers the transition from 
the dense laser-excited matter into an ionized gas, with the spotlight on 
mass transfer, phase transitions, the origin of the gaseous ions and 
plasma sheath formation. We also shortly touch upon the anisotropic 
and magnetic effects in the laser-matter interaction. Finally, in the 
concluding Section 5, we summarize the existing theories and pave a 
road that we believe will lead to more profound insight and new dis-
coveries in laser-based spectrochemical analysis methods. We thus aim 
to walk in Rick Russo’s footsteps, towards a better understanding of the 
fundamental physics underlying the aforementioned technologies. 
Hence, we hope this work will not only be a worthy addition to the 
special issue in honor of Rick, but also that it can help researchers inside 
and outside the domain of laser-based spectrochemical analysis to 
obtain a more comprehensive view on laser-matter interaction in 
general. 

2. Lasers in spectrochemical analysis 

2.1. A classification of laser-based spectrochemical analysis technology – 
breaking down the principles 

In order to have a structured discussion, we first need to identify the 
central aspects of laser-matter interaction for their application in 

Fig. 1. Examples of the four proposed categories of laser-based spectrochemical analysis technology, with (top left) LA-ESI-MS representing the methods applying 
laser ablation as a pure sampling technique, (top right) near-field enhanced LIBS to illustrate LIBS-based procedures, (bottom left) MALDI exemplifying the LDI group 
and (bottom right) LIAD as an indirect method. (top left) Reprinted with permission from [13]. Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society. (top right) Adapted 
from [21], Copyright (2018), with permission from Elsevier. (bottom left) Reprinted from [22], Copyright (2013), with permission from Elsevier. (bottom right) 
Adapted with permission from [23]. Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society. 
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spectrochemical analysis. For this purpose, we briefly map in the present 
section the role of lasers in established and proposed techniques. Next to 
LA-ICP-MS, LA-ICP-AES and LIBS, many other laser-based spec-
trochemical analysis methods have namely been developed (see Fig. 1). 
One class of alternatives employ a different ionization process between 
the laser ablation stage and the spectrometer, such as atmospheric 
pressure chemical ionization (LA-APCI-MS) [10,11], ambient desorp-
tion/ionization (LA-ADI-MS) [12], electrospray ionization (LA-ESI-MS) 
[13–16] or liquid sampling-atmospheric pressure glow discharge (LA- 
LS-APGD-MS) [17,18]. The laser ablated particles can also be caught 
first into a liquid phase before further analysis, by extraction techniques 
as liquid vortex capture (LA-LVC-ESI-MS) [19] or a liquid microjunction 
surface sampling probe coupled to high-precision liquid chromatog-
raphy (LA-LMJSSP-HPLC-ESI-MS) [20]. In all of these cascade systems, 
laser ablation simply serves as the initiating extraction method to 
transfer particles from the sample into the analysis instrument. 

It can, however, also simultaneously function as a plasma source, 
permitting the direct use of plasma diagnostics. Employing optical 
emission spectroscopy during laser ablation (LA-OES), for instance, in 
fact corresponds to LIBS. This core principle has led to another class of 
combined spectrochemical analysis techniques, which aim to optimize 
the laser-induced plasma features for a higher optical measurement 
sensitivity or resolution. As a straightforward option, a second laser 
pulse can enhance the plasma intensity and thus the optical signal, 
which has been concisely discussed in an earlier review by Babushok 
et al. [24]. An external high voltage source enables different ways to 
intensify the plasma as well, illustrated by laser ablation spark induced 
breakdown spectroscopy (LA-SIBS), where a laser pulse and a spark 
discharge are applied on the sample at the same location and moment 
[25]. If, on the other hand, the spatial measurement resolution needs to 
be refined, the laser can be combined with a sharp electrode, e.g. an 
AFM tip, hovering above the irradiated surface. This technique is known 
as tip-enhanced near-field laser ablation and has been investigated for 
diagnostic purposes in several contemporary articles [21,26–29]. It 
should not be confused with so-called near-field optical laser ablation, 
where the laser beam is guided through a tapered optical fiber tip, such 
as one used for scanning near-field optical microscopy, also to obtain a 
higher spatial resolution [30]. 

These laser-based methods can be further optimized by modifying 
the surrounding sample conditions. Elemental fractionation may, for 
example, be reduced by injecting a reactive gas at the ablation site 
during laser irradiation, which has been introduced by Hirata under the 
name of chemically assisted laser ablation (CLA) [31]. More specifically, 
he discovered a decreased Pb/U fractionation for zircon samples when 
Freon gas was introduced in the laser cell, and explained this effect with 
the production of volatile UF6 and thus less uranium redeposition. 
Obviously, the ablation process will also be highly influenced by a liquid 
environment. Underwater LIBS has gained significant recent interest due 
to the possibility of on-site spectrochemical analysis in marine arche-
ology and more general ocean research [32–35]. In combination with 
electrodeposition, it also provides a promising strategy for metal ion 
detection in solutions [36–38]. 

Besides that, the extraction and ionization process may be improved 
by fine-tuning the laser features in order to match the sample. When the 
laser wavelength approaches a characteristic wavelength of the sample, 
such as a molecular absorption band, a larger amount of mass can be 
ejected at a lower fluence [39–42]. This forms the basic principle of 
resonant laser ablation or LIBS (RLIBS). A practically more complicated 
variant, called resonance-enhanced LIBS (RELIBS), applies two lasers, 
one of which initiates the ablation and the second one excites the ablated 
plume by means of the characteristic wavelength [39,40,43]. Both 
techniques display multiple benefits in analytical performance over 
classical LIBS, such as a similar or higher limit of detection with less 
sample damage [39–43], and a tunable selectivity to specific analytes 
[41,44]. This makes them very closely related to soft laser desorption, 
also known under the more popular term of laser desorption ionization 

(LDI), which enables the extraction of intact molecular structures 
[5,45]. Note that some texts on LDI define pure desorption as the direct 
and non-destructive transfer of a species from the condensed to the 
gaseous phase. For the remainder of this perspective article, however, 
we adopt a broader meaning for LDI, including all laser-based methods 
that promote molecular extraction under softer transport and ionization 
conditions. 

Based on the most recent IUPAC nomenclature and a review by 
Kuzema [45,46], LDI can be subdivided into direct (matrix-less), matrix- 
assisted (MALDI), surface-enhanced (SELDI) and surface-assisted 
(SALDI) laser desorption ionization, depending on the preparation of 
the sample. In MALDI, the analyte is first processed into a solid or liquid 
matrix that matches the laser wavelength for an optimal desorption. 
SELDI, on the other hand, replaces the matrix with a surface coating, 
which either enhances the laser desorption (surface enhanced neat 
desorption abbreviated as SEND), or selectively retains distinct protein 
or peptide types by means of their physicochemical properties or 
biochemical affinity (surface enhanced affinity capture, or SEAC) 
[45,46]. The term SALDI often encapsulates different techniques using 
porous surfaces, nanoparticles, or nanostructured coatings that promote 
the laser desorption of macromolecules, although its demarcation varies 
throughout the scientific literature (see e.g. [5,45,46]). Direct matrix- 
less LDI, in contrast, mainly applies to small analyte molecules [45]. 

In addition to these plasma intensification and sample preparation 
procedures with appropriate wavelength-matching of the laser, 
advanced diagnostics allow a higher measurement sensitivity and 
selectivity of the generated plasma. When a second laser pulse is used as 
a probe for absorption or fluorescence spectroscopy, ground states of 
preselected plasma species can be accurately detected, which is impos-
sible with classical optical emission spectroscopy. This principle in LIBS 
has earlier been reviewed by Cai et al. [47] and recently by Harilal et al. 
[1]. Russo and co-workers proposed an alternative adjustment of LIBS 
specifically for isotopic analysis, which he called laser ablation molec-
ular isotopic spectrometry (LAMIS) [48]. This technique exploits isotope 
shifts in spectra of molecular species either directly vaporized from a 
sample or formed by associative mechanisms in the laser ablation 
plume, to determine isotopic ratios of elements in the sample. A review 
on this topic is given in [49]. 

Last, but not least, a few techniques use lasers in a rather indirect 
manner for spectrochemical analysis. For instance, laser ablation en-
ables surface scale layer removal or depth profiling for other analytical 
methods [50–53]. When a metal foil is irradiated with a laser at one side, 
the triangularly shaped generated shockwaves can cause molecules from 
a sample at the other side to be desorbed, a procedure called laser- 
induced acoustic desorption (LIAD) [9,54]. This method serves as an 
alternative to more popular soft desorption techniques, like MALDI or 
electrospray ionization, which are limited, without additives, to the 
detection of acidic and basic compounds that can be ionized by proton 
transfer [54,55]. However, analytes without basic or acidic groups can 
also be detected with MALDI or SALDI either by cationization or anio-
nization, through the addition of metal salts or sulfuric acid, respectively 
[56,57]. Laser ablation has also been applied for the deposition of 
samples on a tailored plasmonic substrate in surface-enhanced Raman 
microspectroscopy [58,59]. 

According to this philosophy, laser-based spectrochemical analysis 
techniques can be classified into procedures applying (i) laser ablation 
purely as a sampling method, (ii) the laser-induced plasma for spectro-
scopic analysis, (iii) laser desorption ionization to simultaneously sam-
ple and ionize the analyte, and (iv) indirect methods. Hybrid forms are, 
of course, possible as well. In a nutshell, these techniques operate on the 
basis of laser ablation, laser desorption and the associated gaseous 
plasma formation, which therefore form the central processes consid-
ered in this perspective article. A deeper fundamental insight into the 
underlying physics of these three phenomena will open the door to 
further optimization and the development of new techniques. Before 
putting the looking glass over the fundamentals, the next section first 
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discusses how adjusting the laser properties leads to different interaction 
regimes. Distinguishing these regimes will namely allow us to structure 
the discussion on the fundamentals even further. 

2.2. Laser parameters affecting ablation, breakdown and desorption – the 
authoritarian laser regimes 

Classically, the interaction of a laser with matter is described with 
the Beer-Lambert law, which states that the transmittance of mono-
chromatic light through a material sample decreases exponentially with 
the optical path length and does not depend on the incident intensity. 
This corresponds to a linear light absorption process, as commonly 
assumed for nanosecond laser pulses [1]. Such approximation becomes 
invalid, however, in a high fluence regime at sufficiently long wave-
lengths, where the formed ablation plume effectively shields the sample 
from the laser [60–63]. More precisely, the laser energy is then readily 
absorbed by the free electrons in the plume, enabling their fast heating 
and the subsequent ionization of the present neutral species. This pro-
cess multiplies the number of free electrons and ions as long as the 
ionization rate exceeds their recombination rate. Such laser-plasma 
interaction is no longer characterized by classical light absorption, as 
various non-linear effects emerge, such as direct impact and field- 
induced ionization and dissociation reactions and inverse Bremsstrah-
lung [1,63–65]. In contrast, the plume can remain transparent to the 
laser light at low fluences, as any free electrons recombine with ions 
before they can get accelerated up to the ionization energy. Yet, the 
absence of a plasma in front of the sample is not a sufficient requirement 
for the Beer-Lambert law. Strong deviations have also been found for 
femtosecond pulses due to their high peak fluence [1], where non-linear 
effects occur in the sample itself, including strong field ionization, in-
verse Bremsstrahlung and perhaps direct impact ionization. 

In addition to the optical path length, the heat diffusion depth de-
termines the ablated volume. Whereas heat diffusion is sometimes 
claimed to be a subordinate factor for femtosecond pulses [1], it domi-
nates at longer time scales. The laser fluence threshold for laser ablation 
is namely in good approximation directly proportional to the heat 
diffusion depth for pico- and nanosecond pulses, with both quantities 
directly proportional to the square root of the pulse length [1,66]. A 
strong deviation from this relationship can occur for dielectric materials 
already at pulse durations below 10 ps, leading to a lower threshold 
fluence [66,67]. Different ablation regimes have been observed for 
femto- and picosecond pulses on metals as a function of fluence [68,69], 
indicating a changeover between different processes with a yet unclear 
origin (see e.g. Fig. 2). Even so, the optical penetration depth is thought 
to dominate in the low fluence regime, whereas thermal heat diffusion of 
the hot electrons should become more important in the high fluence 
regime [70,71]. 

Next to the laser pulse duration and fluence, the wavelength is 
another crucial parameter affecting the overall ablation process, espe-
cially for nanosecond pulse durations [1,61,75]. Russo’s group, for 
instance, found a lower threshold irradiance for laser ablation of silicon 
at a shorter wavelength, which they explained with a smaller optical 
penetration depth in the material and a weaker laser absorption and thus 
heating in the ablated laser plume [63]. In their experiments with NIST 
glasses and calcite samples, a shorter wavelength of incident nano-
second pulses also led to a higher reproducibility of the ablation rate 
[76] and a reduced fractionation [77]. Obviously, the effect of the 
wavelength is generally closely correlated to material properties, such as 
the conductivity and dielectric function, since all of them combined 
determine the optical penetration depth [78]. For femtosecond pulses, 
however, the effect of the wavelength is much more controversial, as it is 
often assumed to have little influence on laser ablation, but has been 
observed to affect both the threshold and efficiency [1,79,80]. 

As already mentioned in Section 2.1, laser desorption ionization is 
also sensitive to these laser parameters. Femtosecond pulses desorb 
more intact molecules as compared to nanosecond pulses, possibly due 

to suppression of thermal effects [81]. For the same reason, nanosecond 
pulses longer than 25 ns are generally not recommended [82]. Analo-
gously, a relatively low laser fluence is preferred to prevent fragmen-
tation of molecular analytes and promote soft desorption [82,83], in 
contrast to the higher intensities applied for harder laser ablation. 
Moreover, shorter pulses reduce the fluence threshold for desorption 
[84]. In the relevant intensity range for laser desorption, however, the 
optimum ion yield and thus sensitivity has been observed at higher 
fluence values [82,85–87]. In MALDI, the best performance is usually 
achieved when the wavelength approximates the absorption maximum 
of the matrix, when the latter is organic [88]. Besides that, infrared la-
sers generally produce less analyte fragmentation than their ultraviolet 
counterparts, making them useful for applications that require a softer 
ionization [84]. An extensive discussion on the effect of the fluence, 
pulse duration and wavelength in infrared MALDI is given in an earlier 
review by Dreisewerd et al. [84]. 

Inorganic matrices and surfaces as frequently classified under the 
SALDI conglomerate, on the other hand, enable application over a broad 
wavelength range, yet still with the highest effectivity around an ab-
sorption maximum [81,89–91]. The underlying mechanism is unknown, 
but may be related to the large surface area in these materials [90]. One 
complicating factor is the wide variety of substrate types used in SALDI, 
both in composing substance and nanostructure. The mechanisms of 
laser absorption have been discussed in various studies for each type 
separately. For metallic nanoparticles, the optical absorption is attrib-
uted to the collective oscillation of conduction band electrons in 
response to the laser field [92–95]. It is referred to as a surface plasmon, 
due to the transient net charges on the particle surface during the 
oscillation. The surface plasmon absorption band depends on the size 
and strongly on the shape of the nanostructures (see Fig. 3) [92,94–96]. 
Irregular nanostructures, such as nanocubes and nanoprisms, typically 
result in wider peaks over a broad wavelength range [93,95,96]. 

For heavily doped semiconductor nanostructures, the optical ab-
sorption is based on the similar principle of conduction band electron 

Fig. 2. Three ablation regimes as a function of the laser peak fluence for 
copper, based on the experimental data from [72–74]. Each regime is described 
by an individual threshold fluence and implies distinct underlying mechanisms, 
which yet remain poorly understood. Republished with permission of Walter de 
Gruyter and Company, from [68]; permission conveyed through Copyright 
Clearance Center, Inc. 
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oscillations, with additional absorption due to the excitation of optical 
phonons, interband transitions and the dielectric background of polar-
ization generated by the tails of all the high-frequency excitations in the 
material [97]. This makes them particularly appealing for the entire 
infrared spectral window, in which their plasma frequency can be tuned 
with the doping density, dopant type, such as vacancy or dopant atom, 
and the host matrix [97,98]. For instance, the below-bandgap infrared 
absorption of laser-structured silicon in SF6 atmosphere was found to 
depend on the incorporated sulfur content [99]. This dependency was 
attributed to the formation of a band of sulfur impurity states over-
lapping with the silicon band edge. Semiconductor nanocrystals can also 
exhibit facet-dependent optical properties [100]. 

Since graphene is a semimetal, also its optical properties can be 
understood starting from the principle of conduction band oscillations in 
metals. Yet, the plasmons influence the optical properties mainly in the 
far-IR, in addition to free carrier absorption by intraband transitions 
[101–103]. In contrast, the wavelength range from near-IR to UV is 
dominated by interband transitions [101–103]. The optical absorption 
of carbon-based nanoparticles is often ascribed to electronic transitions. 
Carbon nanotube-based substrates, for example, exhibit wideband ab-
sorption from visible wavelengths around 635 nm up to about 3000 nm, 
because of the different electronic transitions in the nanotubes [104]. 
Carbon dots display strong absorption in the UV region and a long tail 
extending over the visible and into the NIR region, originating from the 
core and shell of the particles, respectively [105,106]. Regarding the 
core contribution, the intense bands below 300 nm result from a π → π* 
transition in the aromatic C––C bonds, whereas the start of the tail from 
300 to 400 nm has been assigned to a n → π* transition in C––O bonds. 
The spectrum at larger wavelengths is produced by surface state tran-
sitions with lone electron pairs [106]. Despite the rapidly growing 
knowledge on all these types of substrates, many aspects of their optical 
properties remain to be discovered or scrutinized. For more details on 
these aspects, we recommend the many review papers cited above. 

In summary, different ablation, breakdown and desorption regimes 
have been observed as a function of the laser features, where the laser 
fluence, pulse duration and wavelength generally play the main roles. 
The regimes at a higher fluence and longer pulse duration often possess a 
more thermal character, allowing a thermodynamic or a combined 
thermodynamic and hydrodynamic picture as a decent approximation 
[1,107,108]. At lower values, the underlying processes are less under-
stood, most likely because non-linear, resonant, collective and quantum 
effects become more prevalent in a complex interplay. The influence of 

the wavelength is only fundamentally clear in consideration of the laser- 
plasma plume interaction for long pulse durations, but leaves many 
question marks behind on the processes working in the condensed 
phase. Although a tremendous amount of effort has been put in basic 
research on these effects, an accurate and structured description of the 
underlying physical principles is still lacking and urgently required. In 
Section 3, we therefore propose an overarching framework that trans-
parently depicts the possible excitation and relaxation mechanisms in 
laser-matter interaction. 

3. Laser-matter interaction according to the multi-plasma model 

3.1. The laser-initiated excitation mechanisms – so excited that you just 
can’t hide it 

In general, laser-matter interaction in spectrochemical analysis 
methods can roughly be subdivided into three zones: the gaseous phase, 
the condensed phase and the interface between them. This distinction 
does not have to be exclusive, since the laser will also interact in various 
regimes with nano- or microsized bubbles, droplets, particles and sur-
face structures. In any case, considering these three zones separately can 
contribute to a more systematic discussion. Starting with the gaseous 
phase, we distinguish two effects: the plasma sheath, which makes up 
the topic of Section 4.2, and the laser interaction with the extracted 
plume. The latter only becomes relevant for long pulse durations, such 
as in nanosecond laser ablation. Since the extracted plume consists of 
electrons, ions, neutral species and charged droplets, it is best described 
as a complex or dusty plasma. Undoubtedly, its interaction with the laser 
is a complicated phenomenon, involving a combination of gaseous 
plasma and condensed matter excitation, as well as quantum effects 
related to the nanosized particles. Although we will not focus on any of 
these processes in specific, the mechanisms presented in the remainder 
of this perspective article also apply on them. The current Section and 
Section 3.2, for instance, deal with the laser-initiated excitation and 
relaxation mechanisms in the condensed phase, which are not only 
relevant for the initial dense sample, but also for the plume particles or 
droplets. The same counts for laser-induced surface phenomena, which 
will be further discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. 

Multiple excitation mechanisms have been proposed in scientific 
literature to explain laser interaction with a condensed phase. We first of 
all want to remind about the controversies in general that still persist on 
them until today. Secondly, research has already unequivocally pointed 

Fig. 3. Comparison of normalized extinction spectra of various metallic nanoparticles. (a) Spherical Ag, Au and Cu particles, with diameters of 38 ± 12 nm, 25 ± 5 
nm and 133 ± 23 nm, respectively. Dashed portions of the curves indicate interband transitions, i.e. surface plasmon resonance is absent in these regions. The black 
curve represents the intensity of solar radiation. (b) Ag wires, cubes and spheres. The wire-shaped particles have a diameter of 90 ± 12 nm and an aspect ratio beyond 
30. The cubic particles have a 79 ± 12 nm edge length and the spherical particles a 38 ± 12 nm diameter. (c) Ag nanocubes as a function of size. The orange, red and 
blue spectra correspond to 56 ± 8 nm, 79 ± 13 nm and 129 ± 7 nm edge lengths, respectively. The inset displays a photograph of the nanocube samples in ethanol. 
Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Nature Materials [96], Copyright (2011). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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out the importance of the laser and sample properties, as no universal 
mechanism can explain every situation. Starting with the case of high 
enough laser intensity for ablation or breakdown, the pulse duration 
dictates whether or not thermal and hydrodynamic effects take place 
during the irradiation. For femtosecond pulses, such processes can only 
initiate after the irradiation has terminated. During nanosecond pulses, 
the balance between excitation and relaxation processes is often 
assumed to keep the material in an overall electrically unexcited state, 
where the energy of transiently excited electrons is quickly transferred 
to the heavy species. This permits a purely thermal description in terms 
of classical hydro- and thermodynamics [61]. Still, non-thermal pro-
cesses may have a non-negligible contribution, especially in the initial 
stages of the laser interaction, keeping the transient excitation mecha-
nisms relevant. Ultrafast pulses, however, offer the most optimal 
experimental conditions to study these fundamentals. 

The laser wavelength further determines the nature of the excitation 
process. UV light is often able to cause an electronic excitation or ioni-
zation event with a single photon. In non-metallic solids and liquids, 
ionization corresponds in this context to the transition of a valence 
electron to the conduction band in the Jablonski diagram, making it 
quasi-free [109–112]. This is no longer possible with a single photon for 
longer wavelengths. In this case, excitation and ionization can still be 
achieved through non-linear effects caused by the high laser irradiance. 
More specifically, the intense stream of photons is able as a collective 
whole to excite valence electrons through field-induced ionization. Due 
to the particle-wave duality, this mechanism can be further distin-
guished as a function of the intensity into multi-photon, tunnel and over- 
the-barrier excitation (see Fig. 4) [113]. Multi-photon absorption, for 
instance, enables infrared lasers to elevate electrons directly over an 
energy interval that exceeds the energy of one of the composing light 
quanta. Quantum tunneling will only be possible at a higher irradiance if 
the tunnel ionization rate is fast enough relative to the light frequency 
[113]. From the moment quasi-free electrons have been generated, 
excitation and ionization can further eventuate through charge carrier 
acceleration and collisions, as well as inverse bremsstrahlung [1,113]. 
This does not only count for crystalline materials, which are known to 
have an easily identifiable energy band scheme, but also in amorphous 
solids and liquids, as discussed in our earlier review [112]. Direct impact 
ionization, however, does not seem to be a dominant mechanism in 
dielectric materials, according to experimental results from a femto-
second pump-probe interferometry technique [114,115]. Another study 
indicated core electron ionization via a multiphoton photochemical 
process for UV laser ablation of alkaline-earth metals [116]. 

As an interesting side note, the aforementioned excitation mecha-
nisms can serve as a source of inspiration to better understand voltage- 
induced breakdown of condensed materials. A classic example of this 
breakdown type is the plasma initiation at a high voltage pin electrode 
submerged in a liquid. Bubble generation prior to the plasma inception 
at the electrode tip can currently only be explained for voltage pulse 
durations of at least the order of 10 μs, whereas plasma in pre-existing 

microbubbles occurs in the order of microseconds [112,117,118]. For 
sub-nanosecond pulses, however, the mechanism behind the observed 
rapid plasma formation at the electrode tip remains a controversial topic 
for now [112,119,120]. Therefore, we have used the parallels between 
voltage- and laser-induced breakdown of liquids as a premise for our 
recent review article [112]. Remarkably, the fundamental insight 
generated in the two fields apart has largely remained isolated from one 
another throughout nearly a full century, explaining one of the main 
motivations for the above review article. For example, the possibility of 
quasi-free electrons and electron impact ionization in the liquid phase 
has been disputed for a long time by plasma physicists working on 
voltage-induced electrical breakdown of liquids, while the laser com-
munity welcomed these hypotheses already early on with a strikingly 
more open attitude [112]. 

Reversely, theories on voltage-induced breakdown mechanisms may 
also provide a more profound understanding on the laser-induced 
variant. An overview of such mechanisms in liquids has been given in 
a review by Sun et al. [121], including direct impact ionization by 
charge carriers, electric field dependent ionization or ionic dissociation, 
Auger processes, electrostriction, and breakdown in a pre-existing or 
generated gas bubble. More recently, we emphasized the probability of 
electrical discharge mechanisms involving the interface between the 
liquid and the submerged high-voltage electrode, such as cavities, 
inhomogeneous conductivity or other defects in the interfacial oxide 
layer [112]. Similar effects may be at play during laser ablation at a 
material surface or during laser-induced breakdown in the bulk phase. 
Nano- or microscopic cavities, for instance, can either be pre-existing at 
the surface or in the bulk, or get formed during the laser pulse. The 
former possibility especially deserves attention if the material has been 
subject to preceding pulses, because bubbles are plausibly formed dur-
ing the rapid resolidification afterwards. Bubble formation during laser 
irradiation is mainly relevant for pulse durations in the nanosecond or 
longer time scales, analogous as in pulsed high-voltage experiments 
[112,119], due to the expected slow formation time of a new bubble. 
Note in this regard that bubbles can act as breakdown centers because of 
internal gaseous plasma generation, as well as the local enhancement of 
the laser field. 

In most of these mechanisms, the laser is assumed to interact with the 
material through electronic photoexcitation. In other words, any effect 
on the ionic cores would be indirect. Such assumption is generally 
allowed for UV and optical lasers, because the oscillation frequency of 
the electric field then surpasses the reaction rate of the heavy species due 
to their high inertia. This rule of thumb does not necessarily count, 
however, when the laser frequency approaches the vibrational levels in 
the material. Many intra- and intermolecular vibrations, for instance, 
can be excited directly with infrared light matching their energy. Such 
vibrational photoexcitation is thought to lie at the basis of many laser 
desorption ionization processes, such as in infrared MALDI [122–125]. 
On the other hand, MALDI with ultraviolet lasers is more likely mediated 
through the generation of excitons [78]. Also excitation mechanisms in 

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the three strong field 
ionization regimes. The Coulomb potential without and with 
an external electric field is shown by the dashed-dotted and 
the solid blue lines, respectively. The red solid lines represent 
the corresponding external electric field from the laser beam. 
(a) In the multi-photon regime, multiple photons are absorbed 
simultaneously in order to liberate an electron. (b) The 
tunneling regime appears at a higher field strength, where an 
electron escapes by tunneling through the barrier. (c) 
Increasing the field even further results in the over-the-barrier 
regime, where the barrier is sufficiently suppressed to make 
the electron freely leave the atom. Reprinted from [113]. © 
IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission. All rights 
reserved. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 
article.)   
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SALDI may have an electronic origin, especially when inorganic nano-
particles or surface structures are used as the absorbing medium 
[78,89,91]. As expected from the low fluence associated with laser 
desorption ionization (see Section 3), these underlying excitation 
mechanisms take place at relatively low laser intensities, beyond which 
the aforementioned fundamental processes for laser ablation may 
become more dominant. Still, we believe vibrational photoexcitation 
and other resonant processes should not be excluded at these higher 
fluence regimes. 

Regarding the laser interaction with matter in general and nano-
structures in particular, a very interesting view has been given in 2012 
by Rick Russo’s and Akos Vertes’ research groups in a joint perspective 
article [78]. More specifically, they emphasized the role of different 
types of quasi-particles in the laser excitation process. For bulk mate-
rials, a distinction needs to be made between metals, semiconductors 
and insulators. Ultraviolet lasers, for example, deposit energy in metal 
and semiconductor targets at room temperature to depths of 1 to 60 nm, 
by exciting valence and conduction band electrons, which generates 
plasmons, and possibly polaritons and polarons. In contrast, semi-
conductors and insulators are transparent to the laser light below the 
multi-photon excitation threshold, if the photon energy does not reso-
nate with optical phonons and does not reach high enough for the band 

gap to be crossed. In the opposite case, the laser can generate excitons 
and optical phonons in a direct manner. The electronic, phononic and 
optical features of the material depart from the bulk values when its size 
decreases down to the meso- or nanoscopic scale [78]. The density of 
states then transforms from a continuum into discrete levels, modifying 
the electronic and phononic spectrum as a whole. 

Accordingly, we introduce the so-called multi-plasma model for 
electronically excited condensed matter, a conceptual framework based 
on non-equilibrium thermodynamics and quasi-particle physics. It con-
siders the material as a multi-dimensional system, composed of several 
subsystems, each of which corresponds to one or more thermodynamic 
degrees of freedom. Apart from the translational degrees of freedom, all 
other subsystems correspond to a quasi-particle type. Fig. 5 displays the 
variant for molecular systems. Similar to the rotational, vibrational and 
electronically excited degrees of freedom in a molecular gas, a molecular 
solid or liquid can be attributed subsystems for the librational, intra-
molecular vibrational modes and electronic excitations, associated with 
librons, vibrons and excitons as the quasi-particles, respectively. These 
quasi-particles may remain immobile, as if they form a solid, or can be 
mobilized through Förster hopping or quantum coherence between 
neighboring molecules, which can be seen as a phase transition into a 
liquid or a gas [126–128]. Note that this phase transition can transpire 

Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of the multi-plasma model for laser-excited molecular systems. Note that photons are not only delivered by the incident laser, but also 
produced inside the system. In order to describe laser-excited non-molecular systems, the multi-plasma model is readily modified, by removing the libron and 
vibron subsystems. 
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even if the molecules themselves remain fixed in a solid structure. 
Next to that, the phonon subsystem considers the intermolecular 

vibrational eigenmodes. In an amorphous system, the phonons can be 
further split up into propagons, diffusons and locons, based on the 
formulation by Fabian and Allen [129]. If the material is ionic or polar, 
the phonons in principle correspond to ionic or dipolar plasmons, since 
they then represent a collective oscillation of charge density. Electronic 
plasmons, on the other hand, form a separate subsystem. Obviously, the 
quasi-free electrons in the conduction band also make up an individual 
subsystem. Since these electrons carry a phonon cloud with them due to 
the Coulomb interactions with the neighboring atoms, dipoles or ions, 
they are better described as fermionic polarons. Another intriguing 
subsystem is associated to the quantum fluctuations of the bound elec-
trons, which are responsible for the London dispersion interactions. In 
analogy with librons, vibrons and excitons, phase transitions can also be 
formulated for the other quasi-particles. 

The multi-plasma model serves several functions. First of all, it offers 
a transparent method to describe the electronically and vibrationally 
excited state of a material. More precisely, it maps the internal energy 
distribution over the different thermodynamic degrees of freedom. In 
this context, it is worth noting that it builds further for an important part 
on the phonon theory of liquid thermodynamics developed by Bolmatov, 
Brazhkin and Trachenko in the past decade [130]. According to this 
theory, the internal energy of liquid matter can be explained with a 
phonon formulation reminiscent to the one for solids. However, trans-
verse phonon modes are forbidden in a solvent below a certain 
temperature-dependent frequency threshold, determined by the liquid 
relaxation time as earlier defined by Frenkel. Applying these insights, 
Bolmatov and his co-workers were able to calculate the heat capacity of 
21 solvents solely from viscosity data, without the use of any free fitting 
parameters. Comparison with experimental data revealed a convincing 
agreement for noble, metallic, non-polar and hydrogen bonding liquids, 
proving the universal nature of the theory. In their later work, the au-
thors illustrated how the phonon picture remains valid throughout all 
states of matter, from solid, liquid and gaseous to even supercritical 
conditions [131,132]. Accordingly, the multi-plasma model adopts this 
universal character, making it applicable to materials undergoing any 
phase transition. The phonons can be understood as the carriers of po-
tential energy in the form of vibrations, as opposed to the translational 
degrees of freedom, which represent the kinetic energy of the composing 
particles. In analogy, electronic plasmons contain the system’s potential 
energy in the form of electron (or electron hole) oscillations, contrasted 
with the kinetic energy of the quasi-free electrons (or electron holes). 

As a second function of the multi-plasma model, it allows a well- 
structured analysis of the different possible excitation mechanisms 
induced by a laser or any other electromagnetic stimulus. In line with 
the perspective of Stolee et al. [78], this implies an extension of the 
aforementioned excitation mechanisms with the direct photoexcitation 
of the quasi-particles that were not considered before, provided that 
they are optically active, of course. This immediately shifts the spotlight 
to the various types of polaritons investigated elsewhere in scientific 
literature [133–138]. As such, the quasi-particles mentioned in Fig. 5 are 
far from exclusive, because new ones may need to be introduced in 
certain situations, for a more accurate description. The multi-plasma 
model thus should be seen as an adaptable and multi-functional 
toolbox for physicists, chemists or even biologists, working on electri-
cally of vibrationally excited systems. Additionally, a subsystem may 
undergo transformations during the excitation process. In the case of a 
high electronic or vibrational excitation degree, both the energy struc-
ture and the populated state distribution will get modified. A clear 
example is a non-thermal phase transition under influence of an extreme 
electronic excitation [1], which softens or hardens the phonons sup-
ported by the material [139,140]. Last, but not least, intense electric 
fields are expected to strongly influence the London dispersion in-
teractions. Although the latter interactions are known to play an 
important role in many materials, no research has been conducted yet on 

this strong field effect, to the best of our knowledge. 

3.2. Thermalization mechanisms – relaxation therapy for materials 

Femtosecond laser excitation provides the right conditions to study 
the elementary processes in the irradiated material, due to the suffi-
ciently short laser pulse in comparison to the duration of these processes. 
Fig. 6 gives such comparison with thermalization mechanisms, charge 
carrier removal, thermal and structural effects. The ultrashort laser 
pulse instantly brings the material in a strong non-equilibrium charac-
terized by hot electrons and cold ions by means of the excitation 
mechanisms described in Section 3.1. After the pulse has ended, the 
electrons transfer their energy to the ions in a sub-picosecond timeframe 
through electron-phonon coupling. This heats up the phonon bath 
before slow thermal effects can restructure the material [141–144]. In 
metals, the electrons and phonons will reach the same temperature this 
way, allowing any succeeding thermal phase transition to take place 
while the system resides in an internal equilibrium. In semiconductors 
and insulators, the generated excitons will additionally recombine 
through radiative or non-radiative recombination, where the latter im-
plies an exchange with phonons [78]. As a computational study by the 
Rethfeld group has demonstrated for copper, the non-equilibrium in the 
quasi-free electron subsystem can last as long as the non-equilibrium in 
the phonon subsystem, bringing both subsystems in equilibrium with 
each other on a timescale of about 10 ps [145]. Simulations on silicon, 
however, revealed a non-equilibrium in the phonon subsystem for 
several hundreds of picoseconds [146]. Such non-equilibria may there-
fore influence the early stage of thermal effects. In this regard, it seems 
more advised to think in terms of non-thermal and thermal timescales, 
rather than non-thermal and thermal processes. 

This description of the laser-induced processes in the material is 
based on the two-temperature model, introduced by Anisimov et al. 
[148,149], which attributes two distinct temperature values to the 
quasi-free electrons and the lattice. Despite its simplifying assumptions, 
such as a neglect of other types of excited states, this two-temperature 
picture has found a successful application in many research studies. 
Molecular dynamics simulations built on the model have namely 
delivered numerous insightful results for metals on the laser-induced 
phase transitions, material restructuring and mass transfer (see e.g. 
[150–157]). The introduction of the multi-plasma model in Section 3.1 
needs to be understood as our proposal to extend the two-temperature 
model to a multi-temperature model. Every thermodynamic degree of 
freedom can namely be characterized with a distribution function, for 
which a temperature may be defined. The higher dimensionality of the 
multi-plasma model should lead to a higher accuracy of the simulation 
results and a more profound insight into the underlying processes. 

Moreover, it directly reveals alternative thermalization pathways 
between the different subsystems. The equilibration between the quasi- 
free electron and plasmon subsystems, for instance, can partly determine 
the temporal evolution of the non-equilibrium electron distribution 
function [158–161]. After each ionization event, for instance, various 
subsequent processes involving plasmons can be expected. An example 
is given in Fig. 7, depicting the excitation of an electron in gold and the 
succeeding relaxation mechanisms, with the possible emission of a 
plasmon [162]. From these two subsystems, different parallel thermal-
ization channels can further be identified towards the heavy species. As 
a general insight from plasma physics, the coupling between mobile and 
bound electrons dominates over the electron-ion coupling [163]. The 
exciton subsystem is therefore expected to play an important role in the 
thermalization towards the subsystem of the heavy species. In the case of 
direct vibrational photoexcitation, a two- or multi-temperature model 
can analogously be applied. The non-equilibrium in the phonon sub-
system deserves here additional attention, because it may lead to 
important effects, such as multiphonon up-pumping, i.e. the fusion of 
two or more phonons with the generation of a more energetic rotational 
or vibrational mode [164,165]. 
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The material surface needs to be considered as a separate zone with 
its own excitation and thermalization mechanisms, due to the presence 
of surface states and the formation of a net charge after electron emis-
sion. The multi-plasma model especially lends itself for the description 
of surface nanostructures, such as the laser-induced periodic surface 
structures formed during successive pulses [166–169]. That is, at a time 
scale comparable to the quasi-particle relaxation times and at a length 
scale similar to the quasi-particle mean free paths, the quasi-particles 
travel unimpeded through the structure and scatter primarily at the 
interface. Heat and thus phonon transport, for instance, behaves in a 
diffusive manner in macroscopic objects over a long time, but becomes 
ballistic in nature when the length and time scales are narrowed down, 
where the mean free path of the phonons can be as large as 300 nm, but 
decreases with temperature [78,170]. Regarding the relaxation of 
electronic excitations, the luminescence observed from the nano-
structures is attributed to recombination processes from defect centers 
and quantum confinement [78]. 

4. Laser sputtering mechanisms 

4.1. Mass transfer and phase transitions – faster than greased lightning 

The excitation and thermalization processes in the laser-irradiated 
material result in rapid heating of the phonon bath. For femtosecond 
laser pulses, the rapid energy deposition causes so-called inertial stress 
confinement [68,157,171,172], due to the buildup of strong compres-
sive stresses and the inability of the material to expand in such short 
timeframe. The subsequent relaxation of these stresses generates sub- 
surface voids, leading to the separation of liquid surface layers and the 
ejection of droplets [68]. For this reason, heat conduction and hydro-
dynamic motion remain limited during an ultrafast laser pulse, reducing 
the thermal damage and heat affected zones on the target [173]. Two 
explosive regimes can occur, starting with photomechanical spallation 
at lower fluences, to phase explosion at higher ones [68,107]. For longer 
or consecutive pulses, also strong recoil pressures up to 1 GPa have been 
reported [174], but shielding of the laser beam by the ejected plume can 
play a role, especially at longer wavelengths. This significantly reduces 
the ablation efficiency as compared to femtosecond pulses [175]. 
However, the ablation efficiency can still be high for nanosecond pulses 
at shorter wavelengths, where the inverse Bremsstrahlung in the laser- 
plume interaction is negligible [1]. 

Fig. 8 shows the temporal transmission of the plumes from metal 
targets for a probe wavelength of 400 nm. A first transmission drop 
below 20% is observed around 5 ns after the ablating femtosecond laser 
pulse, caused by plasma shielding. Around 150 to 200 ns later, another 
less extreme minimum appears, which has been attributed to a particle 
shielding effect, where the light is assumed to be Mie-scattered by the 
particles emitted from the ablation process [70,176]. In this context, it is 
worth noting three studies by Russo’s group, one of which investigated 
the particle size and shape [177], and two of which focused on a delayed 
particle emission effect [178,179]. Femtosecond pulses on brass were 
found to produce particles of around 100 nm in diameter that formed 
large agglomerates, while nanosecond pulses generated spherical en-
tities ranging from several hundreds to thousands of nanometers [177]. 
According to the other two studies, laser pulses on silicon with a 3 ns 
duration first removed mass during the pulse by normal evaporation, 
followed after 300 to 400 ns by the ejection of micron-sized particulates 
due to delayed explosive boiling [178,179]. This delay was explained 
with the retarded nucleation and growth of bubbles in the superheated 
melt. Note that such mechanism may also be valid for femtosecond 

Fig. 6. Fundamental processes during femtosecond laser ablation and their characteristic time scales. Adapted by permission from Springer Nature: Nature Materials 
[142] based on [147], Copyright (2002). 

Fig. 7. Energy scheme of d → sp interband excitation and subsequent hole 
relaxation close to the L point of the band structure of gold. A photon with 3.3 
eV energy promotes electrons from the d-band into the sp-band sufficiently 
above the Fermi level. The photoexcited d-band holes undergo Auger scattering 
and hole-phonon scattering. Direct radiative recombination of a d-band hole 
with an electron in the sp band below the Fermi surface or scattering to the 
conduction band with via the emission of a plasmon particle (PP) may occur. 
The plasmon subsequently decays either radiatively or nonradiatively. 
Reprinted figure with permission from [162]. Copyright (2004) by the Amer-
ican Physical Society. 
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pulses. The limited heating of the material surrounding the melt in the 
femtosecond case may even underlie the absence of a raised rim above 
the surface [77], in contrast to nanosecond laser ablation. 

Still many questions remain on the origin of molecular species in the 
ablated plume, since they may be emitted by evaporation or as by- 
products from photomechanical spallation or phase explosion, either 
directly from the sample surface or from ejected nanoparticles or 
droplets. In the case of femtosecond pulses, the molecular fragment 
production has been found to be high for a wide wavelength and fluence 
range [62], and also depends on the position of the laser focus relative to 
the sample surface [180]. Nanosecond pulses, in contrast, are less suit-
able to retain the molecular structures, for both infrared and ultraviolet 
wavelengths. For infrared, this is due to the low molecule production 
rate at low fluences and the plasma heating by the laser-plume inter-
action at higher ones [62]. Nanosecond ultraviolet pulses do not present 
this shielding effect, but are more likely to break molecular bonds by the 
high photon energy and strong thermal effects. 

The angular distribution at which the ablated species and particles 
are emitted strongly depends on the laser parameters. As shown in Fig. 9, 

femtosecond pulses generate a significantly narrower distribution 
[181–183], attributed to the inertial stress confinement caused by the 
low optical penetration depth and greater power per unit volume 
[184,185]. In nanosecond laser ablation, the ablated plume is sharpened 
for increasing laser spot sizes, which has been explained by Harilal et al. 
with ion acceleration from enhanced laser-plasma coupling [1,186]. The 
exact underlying mechanism is, however, still a matter of dispute. 
Russo’s group, for instance, additionally observed a higher phase ex-
plosion irradiance threshold at a larger beam spot size and indicated the 
plasma expansion dynamics as the main origin [63], which can as well 
explain the plume sharpening. 

Laser parameters also influence the fractionation of trace elements. 
Once more in Russo’s group, experiments were conducted to investigate 
the effect of pulse duration and wavelength on the emitted elemental 
Pb/U, Pb/Th and Pb isotopic ratios from NIST glass samples [77,188]. 
For infrared light, both femtosecond and nanosecond pulses led to sig-
nificant fractionation. At ultraviolet wavelength, a reduced fraction-
ation was observed, with the best performance for femtosecond pulses. 
Comparison of measurements on monazites and zircon samples revealed 

Fig. 8. Transmission of probe light through the ablated plume as a function of the delay time between the pump and probe laser pulses for (a) an Al target and (b) Cu 
and steel targets. The probe wavelength, pump peak fluence and pulse duration are given in the inset of each graph. Reprinted with permission from [176] © The 
Optical Society. 

Fig. 9. Some characteristics of femto- and nanosecond pulsed laser-induced plasmas, with (a) the persistence of plasma, (b) the emitted UV spectrum measured for 
ablation of silicon by the nanosecond laser as a function of time, showing the change in background, spectral line shifting and broadening, and (c)-(d) optical 
photograph of the plasmas. Adapted with permission from [187]. Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society. 
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UV femtosecond LA-ICP-MS calibration to be less matrix-match depen-
dent and thus more versatile [188]. The authors explained the effect of 
the pulse duration with the higher irradiance of the femtosecond laser, 
which, they believed, led to negligible thermally induced fractionation 
[188]. For the effect of the wavelength, they mentioned the different 
degree in gaseous plasma formation, laser-plume interaction and 
generated shock waves as possible contributions [77]. We propose, 
however, a plausible alternative explanation, based on their delayed 
explosive boiling model. Fractionation may namely be due to a sepa-
ration of the elements in the superheated melt before explosive boiling 
occurs. Perhaps, the separation rate is then influenced by the wave-
length through a variation in mixing or a surface field-induced phase 
separation in the melt. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 throw a light on how these 
effects can come about. 

Two even more controversial mass transfer mechanisms in laser 
ablation are electrostatic ablation and Coulomb explosion. Both assume 
the release of ions from the sample surface directly into the gas phase 
through strong field effects. As a first step, the laser creates a positively 
charged surface layer, either by means of the photoelectric effect for 
sufficiently short wavelengths, or by field-assisted thermionic emission. 
According to the electrostatic ablation mechanism, the surface ions are 
subsequently pulled into the gas phase by the electric field induced by 
the emitted electrons [108,189]. In contrast, a Coulomb explosion oc-
curs as an effect of the repulsive forces between the positive ions in the 
surface layer [108,189]. These mechanisms should be ultrafast, and 
therefore may explain the emission of ions in the early stage of the 
femtosecond pulsed ablation (see Fig. 10). As the main criticism, 
nonetheless, the surface charge may be rapidly eliminated by charge 
compensation processes, such as the redistribution of conduction elec-
trons from the bulk, making these mechanisms strongly debated [1]. 

Up to now, there is also still no agreement on the principle under-
lying resonant laser ablation. For metal targets irradiated with a tuned 
UV laser, the most accepted theory assumes a fraction of the laser energy 
to be deposited in the sample, producing a low density vapor, while 
another part interacts with the vapor plume through a resonant ioni-
zation process [39,190]. Mid-infrared excitation of polymeric targets is 
often considered to be a photothermal process, where the laser can be 
approximated as a heat source and the main ablation mechanism con-
sists of a phase change followed by vaporization of the material 
[42,191]. Molecular desorption with visual or ultraviolet wavelengths, 
on the other hand, is more likely mediated through electronic 

excitations, which can result in various desorption mechanisms in 
analogy with MALDI and SALDI (see e.g. the reviews by Dreisewerd et al. 
[83] and Stolee et al. [78] for a more detailed discussion of such pro-
cesses). In the case of SALDI, however, more recent studies have 
convincingly indicated the contribution of thermal desorption and phase 
transition of the supporting inorganic material to be major mechanisms 
driving the extraction [192–197]. The underlying thermal desorption 
allows to increase the emitted ion fraction, by selecting substrates that 
display a stronger heat confinement [192,196] and a weaker binding 
interaction with the analyte molecules [193,195,197]. In addition, the 
phase-transition-driven desorption can be straightforwardly enhanced 
by lowering the melting temperature [193–195] or the phase explosion 
threshold [197] of the inorganic nanostructures. 

As described in Section 3.2, quasi-free electrons and electronic ex-
citations may first transfer their energy to the phonon bath in a few 
picoseconds. The vibrational energy can subsequently lead to desorption 
processes, e.g. through multiphonon up-pumping at the surface. As a 
second possibility, an electron gas or electronic excitations in the sub-
strate can transfer their energy directly to a neighboring adsorbate. 
Thirdly, an electronic excitation in the adsorbate itself may generate a 
repulsive state, followed by a desorption event. Obviously, this requires 
an excitation energy exceeding the surface bond energy. The latter 
mechanism is also known as desorption induced by electronic transition 
(DIET). Combined processes have also been suggested, such as simul-
taneous phonon and exciton generation, driving a phase transition in the 
matrix and the ionization process, respectively [78]. The cluster ioni-
zation mechanism proposed by Karas et al., for instance, considers pre- 
charged ions in the matrix to be precursors of ions emitted into the gas 
phase [198]. A unique mechanism for laser desorption in e.g. MALDI or 
SALDI therefore does not exist. 

4.2. Laser-induced ionization and the plasma sheath – where the debate 
gets truly charged 

As discussed in Section 2.1, several laser-based spectrochemical 
analysis methods, including LIBS, MALDI and SALDI, rely on the plasma 
properties of the extracted plume. This underlines the importance of the 
ionization degree in the plume, which partly determines the optical 
emission spectrum and intensity for LIBS or the measurement sensitivity 
for mass spectroscopy techniques without an intermediate ionization 
method, such as MALDI-MS and SALDI-MS. Despite the countless 

Fig. 10. Timescales of various processes taking place during and after the laser pulse in (left) nanosecond and (right) femtosecond laser ablation. Reproduced 
from [1]. 
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investigations on this aspect, the fundamental origin of the plume ions is 
still poorly understood [9]. A priori, the following diverse sources can be 
distinguished:  

1) At sufficiently high fluence, the laser beam is able to directly ionize 
gas phase species by strong field ionization, single- or multi-photon 
absorption.  

2) Electrons emitted from the sample surface due to the photoelectric 
effect, field-induced and thermionic emission enable direct impact 
ionization in the surrounding gas [199].  

3) Individual ions may be directly transferred from the condensed 
phase into the gas phase through ion desorption or more violent 
processes like electrostatic ablation and Coulomb explosion.  

4) The laser-induced dense plasma can expand with a preservation of 
ionic species [47].  

5) When charged droplets or nanoparticles are ejected from the sample, 
they may automatically reduce in size by evaporation or division 
processes such as Coulomb fission, much like in electrospray ioni-
zation. Alternatively, the particles can transfer charge to colliding 
neutral gas species. 

6) Charge transfer processes may also occur between hot neutral spe-
cies, as an effect of their kinetic energy or by chemical processes.  

7) Any formed gas phase plasma can further interact with the laser 
beam, especially for long wavelengths and pulse durations. 

Each of these mechanisms has indeed been proposed in scientific 
literature to explain experimental observations. Obviously, their relative 
dominance strongly depends on laser parameters like fluence, wave-
length and pulse durations, as well as material properties, such as the 
work function, ionization energy, molecular structure, surface structure 
and so on. In general, however, the ionization efficiency of laser-sample 
interaction is low, no matter whether the technique is based on laser 
ablation, LIBS, laser desorption or LIAD [9]. The yield of analyte ions is 
namely far lower than the one of neutrals, even if an organic matrix is 
used to assist ionization [200]. Neutral species therefore strongly 
contribute to the optical emission spectrum. Still, the spectrum in laser 
ablation generally contains continuum emission that has been attributed 
to free-free and free-bound transitions, next to spectral broadening of 
the emission lines caused by the Stark and Doppler effect [1,2]. After the 
pulse has ended, plasma expansion and cooling result in relatively sharp 
spectral line emission instead (see Fig. 9(b)) [1,2,201]. Note, in this 
regard, that one element in the laser plume can interfere with the 
emission from another element by inhibiting the ionization of the latter, 
which partly explains the influence of the matrix, next to fractionation 
[2]. In comparison to nanosecond lasers, ablation by femtosecond pulses 
produces a lower temperature plasma, less continuum emission and a 
relatively stronger emission from neutral species, with molecules in 
particular, for a shorter time (see Fig. 9(a)) [1]. 

In picosecond ablation of metal targets in air atmosphere, Russo’s 
group observed an early-stage plasma before the release of a material 
vapor plume, which was explained as a longitudinal expansion of an 
ionization front triggered by the air breakdown by electron emission 
from the target [199]. Such phenomenon has been further supported by 
an investigation of Bulgakova et al. [202], focused on the charging ef-
fects, Coulomb explosion and plasma etching of the irradiated surface. 
This implies a plasma sheath formation on very short time scales. We 
want to emphasize the importance of such sheath, as it corresponds with 
a locally strong electric field at the material surface. This field will in-
fluence many other processes at the surface, including excitation and 
thermalization mechanisms, charging, mass transfer and ionization. The 
lifetime of this sheath is an especially crucial factor, as it imposes an 
outward force on the surface, which may contribute to surface de-
formations and instabilities at a later stage. The study of this laser- 
induce plasma sheath is on its turn complicated by the presence of 
surface roughness, protrusions and nanodroplets. This immediately 
leads to another research question that has not received much attention 

yet: how does the plasma sheath around ejected droplets and nano-
particles contribute to their evolution and the plume process in general? 

Another interesting question has been put forward by Cai et al. in 
their review [47], namely how electronic levels and excitations behave 
in a dense plume, like the one produced in laser ablation. The authors 
developed a model for laser-excited atomic fluorescence of such plume, 
but it can as well be considered for the expansion of a dense plasma. 
According to the model, the wavefunctions of the composing neigh-
boring atoms would strongly interact as long as their density remains 
sufficiently near solid or liquid density. In laser ablated plumes with a 
typical density of 1020 cm− 3, for instance, the inter-particle distance is 
about 2 nm. Under these conditions, excited states can form bands, 
delocalizing the electrons [47]. Therefore, one can no longer reason in 
terms of gas phase values to model such dense plumes. Once excited, 
these excited states would relax both non-radiatively and radiatively, 
contributing to continuum emission. After expansion of the plume to 
much lower densities, the radiating atoms would instead emit sharp 
spectral lines [47]. 

Closely related is the question about the origin of gaseous ions in 
laser desorption ionization. This topic has inspired many competing 
theories. The cluster ionization mechanism by Karas et al. for MALDI, 
which assumes pre-charged ions in the matrix to be precursors of the 
emitted ions [198], is one example. Knochenmuss et al. present in their 
review [203] several in-plume mechanisms for the formation of analyte 
ions, including proton transfer, cation transfer, electron transfer and 
electron capture, as well as the role played by clusters. Another inter-
esting review in this regard is the one by Lu et al. [55], which reveals the 
often made mistake not to distinguish between the ion-to-neutral ratio 
for the analyte and the matrix molecules in MALDI, as these can diverge 
strongly. The latter authors additionally described and applied a thermal 
proton transfer model to explain the produced ion-to-neutral ratios and 
total ion intensity. Similar ionization mechanisms have been proposed 
for SALDI, such as the thermal-driven ionization mechanism, proton 
transfer, cation transfer, photoelectron transfer, nanophotonics-based 
ionization, and hot carrier-enhanced ionization, as more thoroughly 
discussed in a review by He et al. [204]. The wide variety in energy 
transfer media makes a case-to-case study unavoidable for MALDI and 
SALDI. 

4.3. Anisotropy and magnetic effects – asking for directions 

Last, but not least, we want to put the attention on two effects that 
are often neglected, yet might have a substantial contribution to the 
overall laser ablation or desorption process. First of all, there are several 
reasons to expect anisotropic processes during the laser-sample inter-
action. The presence of the surface implies anisotropic conditions, as 
already illustrated in Section 4.1 with the role of surface states and in 
Section 4.2 with the emergence of a plasma sheath. Yet, anisotropy may 
also occur closer to the sample bulk, due to the polarization and incident 
angle of the laser. These laser parameters may cause a direction de-
pendency in the excitation and relaxation mechanisms. Linearly polar-
ized laser light could, for instance, lead to an anisotropic non-thermal 
phase transition. Such directional effects have, to our knowledge, not 
been confirmed or refuted yet with experiments or simulations. 

Moreover, strong laser-induced currents in the condensed material 
allow the generation of long-lived magnetic fields. Self-generated mag-
netic fields have been detected for laser-induced plasmas in gaseous and 
solid targets with amplitudes up to the order of 104 T [205–207], 
explained with various mechanisms [208–211]. Clearly, such strong 
local fields can deform the plasma sheath, affect the excitation and 
relaxation mechanisms and also cause an overall anisotropy in the laser- 
material interaction. Therefore, a detailed investigation of these in-
fluences is desirable. 
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5. Conclusion 

In a nutshell, this perspective article gives a short overview of the 
fundamental principles behind spectrochemical analysis technology, 
and highlights some of the most pressing questions for future research. 
The techniques have been classified into four groups according to the 
function of the laser, namely (i) laser ablation purely as a sampling 
method, (ii) the laser-induced plasma for spectroscopic analysis, (iii) 
laser desorption ionization to simultaneously sample and ionize the 
analyte, and (iv) indirect methods. Correspondingly, these techniques 
operate on the basis of laser ablation, laser desorption and the associated 
gaseous plasma formation, which have been chosen as the central pro-
cesses for this perspective article. For a structured discussion on their 
fundamentals, these processes need to be further subdivided into distinct 
regimes. This is in general possible as a function of the laser fluence, 
pulse duration and wavelength. 

These laser parameters strongly determine the excitation mecha-
nisms in the dense sample. The wavelength decides whether excitation 
or ionization occurs through the absorption of a single photon or re-
quires the collective effect of the laser beam light quanta through strong 
field ionization. The latter mechanism can be split up as a function of the 
fluence rate into multi-photon, tunnel and over-the-barrier excitation. 
The pulse duration dictates the timing of these excitation mechanisms 
relative to the induced thermal effects. Impact ionization and inverse 
bremsstrahlung are two other mechanisms often considered in litera-
ture, which allow further excitation of the system once quasi-free charge 
carriers have been generated. We, however, strongly recommend not to 
consider this list of popular excitation mechanisms to be exclusive. First 
of all, surface features and defects, such as gas cavities, in the irradiated 
zone may play an important role in the laser-induced breakdown pro-
cess. Secondly, light is also able to induce other collective excitations in 
a direct manner, such as plasmons and several types of vibrational 
modes. Following this line of thought, we have briefly introduced the so- 
called multi-plasma model, which transparently presents the multiple 
thermodynamic dimensions in the condensed system by means of 
different quasi-particle types. This model also gives a clear picture of the 
possible thermalization channels between the quasi-particle subsystems, 
facilitating a discussion beyond electron-phonon coupling alone. 
Indeed, the heated quasi-free electrons may transfer their energy to 
several subsystems simultaneously, a possibility that is often overlooked 
in scientific literature. Moreover, we believe that the multi-plasma 
model can serve as a building platform for more advanced computa-
tional models, which has already been preluded with the computational 
application of the two-temperature model. 

Laser-induced mass transfer and ionization mechanisms can roughly 
be distinguished into a thermal group, including normal evaporation, 
photomechanical spallation and phase explosion, and a non-thermal 
group, including desorption induced by electronic transition, electro-
static ablation, Coulomb explosion and various proposed LDI mecha-
nisms for MALDI and SALDI. In this regard, we have emphasized the 
delayed explosive boiling model developed by Rick Russo’s group, as 
well as the possible role of the laser-induced plasma sheath. Addition-
ally, quantum effects should be considered in the transition from a 
condensed to a gaseous phase, because the wavefunctions between the 
ground state and excited species are expected to keep interacting up to 
an interparticle distance of about one to a few nanometers in the in-
termediate state, depending on the excitation degree. Finally, aniso-
tropic and magnetic effects have largely been disregarded up to now, 
although there are indications that they may have a significant contri-
bution to many of the aforementioned mechanisms. By bringing this 
manifold of fundamental questions to the foreground, we hope to 
motivate more basic research on laser-matter interaction, as a continu-
ation of the lifework of Rick Russo, to whom we devote this perspective 
article. 
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